
Products

Desert Cardlock Fuel Services Ltd. carries the following products:

Tanks:

Tidy Tanks  - Single and Double wall.  The Tidy Tank Series is our original best selling product. These tanks are portable service tanks designed for the transportation of petroleum fuels.  The Tidy Tank is commonly used in the logging and construction industry. You can order these tanks fully equipped with all the accessories you will need.

For more information, Click here

Clemmer Steel tanks - All Clemmer above ground horizontal steel tanks offer the built-in assurance of meticulous quality and manufacturing know-how necessary to deliver a competitive storage system that is, feature for feature, the best above ground tank on the market today. Above ground ULC S601 horizontal tanks are manufactured in sizes ranging from 2200 litres (500 IG) up to 200,000 litres (44,000 IG) or they can be custom built to meet your specifications.

For more information, click here .

Transfer Pumps:

Fill-Rite FR700  - This rugged, positive displacement, economy pump is UL/cUL listed and delivers flow rates up to 20 GPM (76 LPM).

Fill-Rite FR701 - The FR701 is a rugged positive displacement pump that is UL/cUL listed. It is designed for pumping Gasoline, Diesel Fuel and Kerosene with flow rates up to 20 GPM (76 LPM). The FR701 consists of a FR700 pump along with a 807cmk 3 digit meter kit.

Fill-Rite FR1210 - This industry standard DC pump dispenses up to 15 GPM (57 LPM). The FR1210 is ideal for pumping gas, diesel fuel and kerosene. It has an amp draw that’s easy on your DC power source.

Fill-Rite FR4210 - Fill-Rite 12 Volt High-Flow Pump. In a world where time is money, the FR4210 saves you both. Thanks to its high flow rate of 20 GPM (76 LPM) and low 22 Amp draw, you’ll spend less time at the pump and more time accomplishing the task at hand. Designed for pumping gas, diesel fuel and kerosene.
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http://www.tidytanks.com/tidytankseries.html
http://www.clemmertech.com/s_above_H.HTM
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